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Abstract

We computationally investigate the light-induced excited spin-state trapping

(LIESST) in a spin crossover (SCO) model system, derived out of [Fe(abpt)2(NCS)2]

consisting of Fe(II) SCO center coordinated by bidenate as well as monodentate

ligands. For this purpose, we use two complementary techniques: (a) time-dependent

density functional theory (TDDFT) with the choice of different exchange-correlation

functional and (b) multireference approach of complete active space self-consistent

field and complete active-space second-order perturbation (CASPT2) theory. We cal-

culate the potential energy curves (PECs) of low-energy states, as well as spin-orbit

couplings at crossing points of these PECs. Inputting these pieces of information, and

the information related to nuclear degrees of freedom within the Franck-Condon

theory, we compute the relaxation rates of possible LIESST mechanisms, as

suggested by the two approaches. Based on our findings, we conclude that TDDFT

may not be an unreasonable approach to estimate the relaxation rates of real com-

plexes, consisting of several tens to several hundreds of atoms, given its computa-

tionally inexpensive nature compared with that of the multireference approaches.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Spin crossover (SCO) materials have drawn significant attention of the scientific community due to its diverse application possibilities, ranging

from data storage to molecular electronics, to photomagnetism and nonlinear optics.[1–3] These molecular materials consist of octahedrally or tet-

rahedrally coordinated transition metal (M) ion with 3dn (4 ≤ n ≤ 7) electronic configuration, predominantly observed for Fe(II) ion in 3d6 configu-

ration placed in an octahedral, or distorted quasi-octahedral ligand field.[4] The spin state of Fe(II) ion switches between the diamagnetic low-spin

(LS) S = 0 state and the paramagnetic high-spin (HS) S = 2 state in response to external stimuli such as temperature, pressure, applied magnetic

field, and light irradiation.[5–7]

The phenomenon of switching from a stable LS state to metastable HS state, upon light irradiation, is known as light-induced excited spin-

state trapping (light-induced excited spin state Trapping; LIESST). This photomagnetic effect was first observed by Decurtins et al.,[8] where

the compound [Fe(ptz)6](BF4)2 (ptz = 1-propyltetrazole) was found to get converted from LS to metastable HS at 10 K with irradiation of green

light. The trapped HS state did not decay for several hours at temperatures below 50 K. Later, the reverse-LIESST effect was found, which

converted the compound back to the LS state upon shining red light. While this effect is of potential technical use as optical switches and

magneto-optical storage, it is limited by the fact that trapping to metastable HS usually happens at rather low temperature. Microscopic under-

standing of this phenomenon is thus needed, which may turn out to be useful for optimization of the known systems to exhibit the desired

LIESST properties.
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Theoretical description of the problem, however, is complex, due to the strong electron-electron correlation effect at the M center, together

with large number of degrees of freedom involving long-tailed ligand (L)s, whose structural and electronic changes under external perturbation

need to be captured accurately by the method. Conventionally, there are two quantitatively accurate approaches: (a) methods based on density

functional theory (DFT), which are efficient enough to handle large molecules and connected polymers, and (b) wave function-based quantum-

chemical methods, with wave functions constructed by performing full configuration interaction in a limited active space. By construction, this

method is capable of handling the multireference nature of the problem. While DFT, which is a single-reference method by its very nature, lacks

multiconfigurational nature, accuracy of the multireference wave function-based methods crucially depends on the size of the basis set, and the

chosen active space,[9,10] making the use of such ab initio study nontractable. Finding out a suitable computational procedure with sufficient accu-

racy is thus a challenge.

In order to make progress in this challenging, yet important problem, we consider a metalorganic complex in the family of FeII(L)n(NCS)2,

namely, [Fe(abpt)2(NCS)2] (abpt = 4-amino-3,5-bis(pyridin-2-yl)-1,2,4-triazole), which is a thermally activated SCO complex. The temperature-

dependent magnetic data[11] showed that it undergoes thermal SCO without hysteresis between �202 and 100 K with T1/2 = 180 K. Meson et al.

further reported[11] a LIESST metastable HS structure of the compound, at 30 K by continuous irradiation with a 670 nm, 5 mW continuous wave

laser on the LS structure of the complex. Motivated by its SCO properties, we construct a hypothetical model for [Fe(abpt)2(NCS)2], where to keep

the computation tractable, the long-range structure of the molecule is simplified substantially keeping the short-range structure as well as the

asymmetric ligand-field of the real system intact. We investigate the dynamics of the LIESST process of the chosen system using two complemen-

tary tools of time-dependent DFT and multiconfigurational wavefunction-based approach of complete active space self-consistent field

(CASSCF). In particular, we compute the potential energy curves (PECs) of the low-energy states of the complex as a function of variation of the

coordination sphere radius, hRM−Li, parametrizing the continuous geometry change from LS to HS, and the spin-orbit couplings at the crossings

between these states. The energy difference between HS and LS, ΔEHL = EHS − ELS, the vertical displacement of potential wells for LS and HS is a

key parameter to describe SCO. Thermodynamically, for a thermal SCO to occur, ΔEHL should be on the order of kBT, with LS being stable at low

temperature, and HS at high temperature, being driven by entropy. Thus, ΔEHL should be positive. While time-dependent density functional the-

ory (TDDFT) with choice of different functionals for exchange correlation is found to reproduce this situation for the model system, unfortunately

our CASSCF treatment of the problem gives rise to a negative value of ΔEHL, suggesting an unphysical bias toward stability of the HS state. Such

bias of the active space self-consistent field method has also been observed previously.[12,13] Although inclusion of dynamical correlation via com-

putationally more expensive CASPT2 helps in improving the situation to some extent in terms of reducing the bias toward the stability of the HS

state, it cannot cure the problem completely. The calculated value of ΔEHL within CASPT2 turned to be negative as in CASSCF, but has a signifi-

cantly smaller value compared with CASSCF. This signals the importance of inclusion of dynamical effect. One may possibly need further

improved treatment of dynamical correlation beyond that at the level of CASPT2.

Acknowledging such caveat of our multireference results, we next compute the possible pathways for LIESST based on the crossings of the

PECs of the low-energy states, as computed in TDDFT and CASSCF/CASPT2. Following this, HS ! LS relaxation rates are computed within the

Franck-Condon model, with inputs of ab initio-computed electronic matrix elements, and T ! 0 Franck-Condon factor, estimated from the knowl-

edge of horizontal and vertical displacement of HS, LS potential wells, vibrational frequency, and force constant.

Comparison of the computed rates of the model system with that of the real systems leads us to conclude that TDDFT approach may be a

cheap, yet not an unreasonable, approach to describe LIESST processes. This finding makes the application of TDDFT to real complexes promis-

ing, which would involve handling complex structures containing 100 to 200 atoms. In this context, it is worth mentioning that Hauser et al. deter-

mined the relaxation rates for a number of Fe(II) coordination compounds between 10 and 270 K using time-dependent optical spectroscopy and

showed that it can vary in a large range of 12 orders of magnitude.[14] Calculation of relaxation rates of real complex may provide microscopic

understanding of the relationship between the structure and the relaxation rate.

2 | COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All the density functional-based calculations are performed using the Q-Chem 5.0 package.[15] Constrained optimizations of the quintet- and

singlet-state structures are performed at the DFT level, keeping the position of atoms frozen as in real molecule, allowing only the hydrogen

atoms in the model systems to relax. The exchange-correlation functional within DFT formulation is chosen as Becke's nonlocal three-parameter

hybrid functional combined with the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional with 20% exchange (B3LYP).[16] The values of a, b, and

c parameters[17–19] in B3LYP are fixed at default values, a = 0.2, b = 0.72, and c = 0.81. The triple zeta valence basis set,[20] as implemented in Q-

chem 5.0, is used for all the atoms. The structures are considered to be optimized when the calculations satisfy the default optimization criterion

of the Q-Chem software, that is, the maximum component of gradient is less than 3 × 10−4 a.u. along with energy change less than 10−6 in Eh

between successive iterations. In order to have a proper assessment of the performance of TDDFT, in addition to B3LYP, two more functionals,

namely, M06-L[21] and OLYP[22] are tested. The details of the results are presented in the Supporting Information. The comparison of different

functionals shows comparable results between B3YLP and M06-L, while that of OLYP being not too off.



Time-dependent DFT[23] calculations are carried out to determine the excited states of quintet, triplet, and singlet spin states with 20 number

of excited states. The intermediate geometries are obtained by linear interpolation between the HS- and LS-optimized geometries. In total, six

such geometries are generated to obtain the PECs.

The CASSCF[24] as well as CASPT2[25] calculations are performed with the TZV basis set, as in the case of TDDFT, using the Molpro 2018

package.[26] Here, we use a [10e,12o] active space comprising 10 electrons occupying 12 orbitals. The active space consists of five iron 3d

orbitals, two bonding ligand orbitals of eg symmetry, and five iron 4d orbitals to describe the so-called double shell effect. For excited-state calcu-

lation, we employ the state average method as implemented in the software employing the same choice of active space. The one-electron Breit

Pauli Hamiltonian[27] is employed to calculate the spin-orbit coupling for both TDDFT and CASSCF/CASPT2 states.

ĤSO =−
α20
2

X
i,A

ZA

r3iA
ri,A ×pið Þ:si, ð1Þ

where i denotes electrons, A denotes nuclei, α0 = 137.037−1 is the fine structure constant, and ZA is the bare positive charge on nucleus A.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Structural details

[Fe(abpt)2(NCS)2] is a six-coordinated mononuclear iron (II)-based complex, in which Fe(II) is four-coordinated by bidenate ligands, abpt [4-amino-

3,5-bis(pyridin-2-yl)-1,2,4-triazole], and two-coordinated by monodentate ligands, isothiocyanate (NCS) at apical positions, as shown in right panel

of Figure 1. In bidenate ligand, abpt, two pyridine rings are connected to three and five positions of a 1,2,4-triazole ring and an amino group is

attached to the four position of the triazole ring. It is evident from HS and LS structures reported at 30 K[11] that in the process of spin transition,

significant change of geometry occurs primarily within the FeN6 octahedron. The volume of the octahedron changes from 12.957 to 10.076 Å3 as

system transits from HS to LS state. In both the spin-state structures, all four C─C bond lengths in the pyridine ring are around 1.39 Å, and two

C─N bond lengths in the ring are 1.34 and 1.36 Å, respectively. Similarly, the triazole ring hardly changes between the two spin-state structures,

with N─N bond length around 1.36 Å; four C─N bond lengths of 1.32, 1.36, 1.37, and 1.32 Å, and bond length connecting N─N with the amino

group being 1.43 Å.

As mentioned above, in order to keep the computation tractable, especially for multireference calculations, a simplified model system is used

in our study. The simplified model system (left panel, Figure 1) is constructed from the real system keeping the HS and LS geometries of the FeN6

octahedron unchanged, and making drastic simplification of ligands, though keeping their basic nature unaltered. For example, the bidentate

ligand abpt is modified in such a way that it remains bidentate, and asymmetric nature of the ligand field as in the real system is preserved. For

this, first the amino group is removed along with the nitrogen atom through which it is connected to the triazole ring. Similarly, one of the pyridine

rings is removed along with carbon atom through which it is connected to the triazole ring. Instead, three hydrogen atoms are attached at their

positions so that the valency of the structure is maintained. The other pyridine ring is removed partially where three carbon and three hydrogen

atoms in the structure are replaced by three hydrogen atoms. Finally the, sulfur atom of the monodentate NCS ligand is replaced by oxygen atom.

Note that, in building up the model, the atoms in the nearest shell and next nearest shell of Fe are chosen to be the same as the real system.

This we believe is an improvement on the model used by many groups where they have substituted all the ligands as NCH,[12] as we keep not only

F IGURE 1 Left panel shows the real
structure. Central atom Fe is surrounded
by six N atoms forming octahedral
structure. The medium sized golden and
red balls represent C and N respectively.
The small sky blue balls represent the H
atoms while the brown medium sized

balls denote S. Right panel shows the
model system built out of the real system
keeping the FeN6 octahedra unchanged.
Here S is replaced by O (green medium
sized balls) and the farther away structure
is simplified, keeping the asymmetry of
the real molecule preserved (see text for
details)



the nearest neighbor same but also the next nearest neighbor. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of the ligands in the xy plane and along the z-axis

is preserved in our model. In order to judge the goodness of replacement of S by O, we perform B3LYP calculations on the HS and LS structures

of O- and S-substituted species and find that the ΔEHL is 2068 cm−1 in S-substituted as compared with 1561 cm−1 in O-substituted species,

which indicates that S substitution would have made the LS state somewhat more stable. However, due to computational challenges in the

multireference calculations, we use O substitution, which still retains the heterogeneity of the Fe environment. In Supporting Information, we pro-

vide the atomic coordinates of the optimized LS and HS structures, used in the present study, along with their vibrational properties.

3.2 | Potential energy curves of low-energy states, relaxation processes

Possible mechanism of LIESST[28,29] can be described as follows. The Fe(II) 3d6 system in the LS singlet-ground state is first photoexcited to an

excited singlet state. Then, spin transition occurs through a relaxation process involving a number of intersystem crossing (ISC) and internal con-

version (IC) steps. Typically, a system relaxes to the intermediate states and finally back to the metastable HS quintet state where it is trapped at

cryogenic temperature (typically T < 50 K), before relaxing back to the LS ground state. For Fe(II) system, low lying triplet and excited quintet

states may play the role of intermediate states within the d-d deexcitation scenario. Spin-orbit coupling can mix the ground LS and metastable HS

states only through them.[30] The first step to elucidate on the dynamics of the ISC process of a given metal-organic complex is the information of

the PEC of the low-energy states of singlet, triplet, and quintet multiplicity, and the crossing between these states. Several possible pathways

may be proposed for the LIESST mechanism from the computed PECs. In the following, we do so, using both TDDFT and multireference

approaches of CASSCF and CASPT2.

3.2.1 | TDDFT results

We start our discussion on the choice of exchange-correlation functional in DFT. It has been found[31] that the HS-LS splitting depends sensitively

on the amount of Hartree-Fock (HF)-like exchange included in the exchange functional. In line with these findings, we also find pure HF theory

artificially stabilize HS relative to LS, leading to splitting energy −10 000 cm−1. On the other hand, pure density functionals with no HF exchange

such as local density approximation and various generalized gradient approximations favor the LS state unphysically.[32] B3LYP with 20% mixing

of the HF exchange is found to be a good choice. B3LYP in our studied system stabilizes the LS state over HS state with ΔEHL = 1561 cm−1.

Repeating the calculations with choice of other functionals like M06-L and OLYP also stabilizes the LS state over the HS state for the system

under discussion with ΔEHL values of 1756 and 621 cm−1, respectively. While the ΔEHL values of the system under discussion turn out to be

rather close between B3LYP and M06-L, the values of OLYP, although smaller in magnitude, still keeps the LS state stable over the HS state.

The following described results are obtained using B3LYP with 20% mixing of the HF exchange. For results obtained with M06-L and OLYP,

refer to Supporting Information.

The PECs for ground state (gs) and few low-lying excited states (es) of singlet (S), triplet (T), and quintet (Q) multiplicity, as computed in

TDDFT (B3YLP) is shown in left panels of Figures 2–4. The excited states are labeled as S-es*-n, T-es*-n, and Q-es*-n according to increasing

energy. Following the crossing of these TDDFT computed PECs, three possible pathways for LIESST may be proposed that fulfill the general

mechanism of LIESST. These are illustrated in Figures 2–4, respectively, both in terms of identification of crossing points, labeled as 1, 2, 3, …, and

energy level diagrams. In all the identified processes, the system first undergoes a spin-conserving transition from singlet ground state (S-gs) to

first-excited singlet state (S-es*-1). Then, it encounters first ISC from S-es*-1 to the first-excited triplet state (T-es*-1). In the first process

(Figure 2), the system further relaxes to the first-excited quintet (Q-es*-1) state through the second ISC step. The system reaches the Q-gs by an

IC step from Q-es*-1 to Q-gs, giving rise to a three-step LIESST mechanism, S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-1!Q-gs. In the second possible process

(cf Figure 3), the subsequent relaxation happens to the second-excited quintet (Q-es*-2) state through the second ISC step and finally to the Q-gs

state by an IC step, giving rise to another possible three-step pathway: S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-2!Q-gs. In the third possible process

(Figure 4), the system undergoes an IC from T-es*-1 to the triplet ground state (T-gs). Next, it encounters the second ISC step to the first-excited

quintet state and finally reaches to the Q-gs state by the second IC step, giving rise to a four-step pathway: S-es*-1!T-es*-1!T-gs!Q-es*-

1!Q-gs.

3.2.2 | CASSCF results

In the CAS-based method, choice of active space plays a crucial role in the determination of electronic states, especially for SCO compounds. In

our chosen (10e,12o) active space, the reference wavefunction is built by the following procedure: (a) six electrons distributed over the five

molecular orbitals corresponding to the antibonding combinations of Fe 3d and the ligand valence orbitals are considered; (b) five virtual orbitals



with a predominant iron d character are included in the active space, in order to describe the double-shell effect, that is, radial correlation effects

within the iron 3d shell; and (c) finally, two bonding orbitals of eg symmetry with four electrons are included to describe nondynamic correlation

effects associated with covalent metal-ligand interactions. This choice of active space ensures the balanced description of the dynamical

F IGURE 2 Left panel shows potential energy curves of the low-lying energy states of the spin crossover model system as function of the
mean Fe-N distances resulting from time-dependent density functional theory calculation. Blue lines with closed circles denote the singlet states,
red lines with open circles denote the quintet states, and green lines with hashed circles denote the triplet states. We also indicate the light-
induced excited spin-state trapping pathway using arrows, that is, S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-1!Q-gs. Labels 1 and 2 indicate first and second
crossings. Right panel shows the pathways in terms of the energy level diagram. Solid line refers to electronic transition, dashed line refers to
intersystem crossing (ISC) step, and dotted line refers to the internal conversion step. Black dots refer to crossing point between the excited
states involving ISC

F IGURE 3 The same as Figure 2, but
shown for the second possible pathway
(S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-2!Q-gs), as
given in TDDFT calculation. TDDFT,
time-dependent density functional theory

F IGURE 4 The same as Figure 2, but
shown for the third possible pathway (S-
es*-1!T-es*-1!T-gs!Q-es*-1!Q-gs),
as given in TDDFT calculation. TDDFT,
time-dependent density functional theory



correlation associated with the iron 3d electrons and nondynamical correlation effects associated with the covalent metal-ligand interactions as

reported by Pierloot et al.[33] The natural orbitals involved in HS (10e,12o) CASSCF calculation are shown in Figure 5.

With the above choice, we first calculate ΔEHL, the first step of any SCO calculation. As mentioned above, our CASSCF calculation shows the

HS state to be stabler than the LS state, with a relative stability of ΔEHL = −2040 cm−1. This is in contradiction with the observed SCO properties

of the [Fe(abpt)2(NCS)2] molecule. Suaud et al.[12] found the same characteristics of the electronic states using the same active space in the model

[Fe(NCH)6]
2+ complex as well as the [Fe(dipyrazolpyridine)2]

2+ complex of the [Fe(dipyrazolpyridine)2]
2+(BF4)2 compound. This may indicate the

bias of the multiconfigurational approach toward the HS stabilization.

Based on the CASSCF-computed PECs for singlet, triplet, and quintet ground states and few low-lying excited states, we find two possible

pathways for LIESST. In both processes, the system after undergoing the spin-conserving singlet ground state to first-excited singlet-state transi-

tion, encounters first ISC from S-es*-1 to T-es*-4. In the first process (cf Figure 6), the system further relaxes to the triplet ground state through

an IC step. Next, it undergoes second ISC from T-gs to the second-excited quintet state, from which the system reaches Q-gs by second the IC

step, generating the pathway given by: S-es*-1!T-es*-4!T-gs!Q-es*-2!Q-gs. In the second process (cf Figure 7), the system undergoes sec-

ond ISC from T-es*-4 to the third-excited quintet state (Q-es*-3), followed by an IC step to Q-gs. Thus, the second possible pathway for LIESST

is: S-es*-1!T-es*-4!Q-es*-3!Q-gs.

3.2.3 | CASPT2 results

To ascertain whether the inclusion of dynamical correlation improves the situation, we further calculate ΔEHL within CASPT2 with chosen

(10e,12o) active space. We find that the inclusion of dynamic correlation does improve the situation, bringing down the bias toward the HS solu-

tion. The ΔEHL, computed within CASPT2, is found to be −1229 cm−1, as opposed to −2040 cm−1 in CASSCF. This in turn highlights the impor-

tance of dynamical correlation in proper description of stability of the LS state within the multireference system.

Considering the CASPT2-computed PECs for singlet, triplet, and quintet ground states and few low-lying excited states, two possible path-

ways are found (see Supporting Information), given by S-es*-1!T-es*-4!T-gs!Q-es*-2!Q-gs, and S-es*-1!T-es*-4!Q-es*-3!Q-gs, as

found for CASSCF.

F IGURE 5 The natural orbitals in HS [10e,12o] CASSCF
calculation along with their occupations. CASSCF, complete active
space self-consistent field



3.3 | Calculated rate constants

According to Fermi's Golden Rule the relaxation rate constant can be expressed as,[14]

kHL Tð Þ= 2π

ℏ2ω
β2HLFp Tð Þ ð2Þ

which consists of electronic contribution encoded in electronic coupling matrix element, βHL, and the nuclear contribution expressed in terms of

thermally averaged Franck-Condon factor Fp(T).

From first-order perturbation theory,[30] one can write the electronic contribution as

βHL = ΦLSjHSOjΦHSh i=
X

j

SjHSOj jh i jjHSOjQh i 1
ΔES, j

+
1

ΔE j,Q

� �
, ð3Þ

where the only nonvanishing matrix elements with both LS singlet (S) and HS quintet (Q) are those of triplet (T) multiplicity having a configuration

of t52geg , intermediate between the singlet configuration of t62g and quintet configuration of t42ge
2
g . ΔES(Q), j is the energy difference between S(Q)

and T, at the equilibrium configuration of S(Q).

F IGURE 6 Left panel shows PEC's of the low-lying energy states of the SCO model system as functions of the mean Fe-N distances resulting
from CASSCF calculation. Blue lines with closed circles denote the singlet states, red lines with open circles denote the quintet states, and green
lines with hashed circles denote the triplet states. We also indicate the possible LIESST pathway using arrows, that is, S-es*-1!T-es*-4!T-
gs!Q-es*-2!Q-gs. Labels 1 and 2 indicate first and second crossings, respectively. Right panel shows the pathway in terms of the energy level
diagram. Solid line refers to electronic transition, dashed line refers to ISC, and dotted line refers to the IC step. Black dots refer to crossing point
between the excited states involving ISC. CASSCF, complete active space self-consistent field; IC, internal conversion; ISC, intersystem crossing;
LIESST, light-induced excited spin-state trapping; PEC, potential energy curve; SCO, spin crossover

F IGURE 7 The same as in Figure 6,
but shown for the second possible
pathway (S-es*-1!T-es*-4!Q-es*-
3!Q-gs), as suggested in CASSCF
calculation. CASSCF, complete active
space self-consistent field



At very low temperature, the Franck-Condon factor becomes,[14]

Fp T!0ð Þ= spe−s

p!
, ð4Þ

where s is the Huang-Rhys factor and p is the reduced energy gap. s and p refer to the horizontal and vertical displacement of the HS and LS gro-

und states from each other, respectively. The expressions for s and p are given as:

s=
fΔQ2

HL

2ℏω
, ð5Þ

p=
ΔEHL

ℏω
, ð6Þ

where ΔQHL =
ffiffiffi
6

p
ΔRH-L.

The electronic contribution thus can be computed from the knowledge of energy differences ΔES(Q), j, and SOC matrix elements. Similarly, the

nuclear contribution can be computed from the horizontal (for s) and vertical (for p) displacements of the HS and LS ground states relative to each

other, vibrational frequencies (ω) and force constant (f ) associated with the excited states. As discussed above, TDDFT within B3YLP provides

three possible pathways for LIESST of the studied system, while CASSCF and CASPT2 calculation results in two possible pathways. Out of three

TDDFT (B3LYP) suggested pathways, first and second processes involve two intermediate states coupled by two ISC steps and one IC step, while

the third one involves three intermediate states coupled by two ISC steps and two IC steps. Out of the two CASSCF and CASPT2 pathways, first

one involves two intermediate states coupled by two ISC steps and one IC step, and the second one involves three intermediate states coupled

by two ISC steps and two IC steps. The choice of M06-L and OLYP functionals in TDDFT, on the other hand, provide two and one possible path-

ways, involving two ISC steps and one IC step for both processes in M06-L, and two ISC steps in OLYP (see Supporting Information for details).

The energy difference ΔES(Q), j and SOC matrix elements involved in the ISC processes of the LIESST mechanism for TDDFT, and CASSCF/

CASPT2 study are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

For calculation of the nuclear part of rate constant, we assume that the PECs are harmonic in nature. The corresponding force constants

are evaluated by fitting the PECs in a quadratic equation and vibrational frequency ω is determined using reduced mass of the coordinating

atoms (=14) as suggested by Buhks et al.[30] Using these values, Huang-Rhys factor, s, and reduced energy gap, p, are calculated for TDDFT

and CASSCF electronic states using Equations (5) and (6), respectively. Finally, the relaxation rate constant is estimated using Equation (3).

Table 3 shows the comparison of rate constants and its governing parameters resulting from both TDDFT and CASSCF/CASPT2

calculations.

TABLE 1 Pathway, involved energy states, SOC matrix element, and involved energy denominators for LIESST as given in TDDFT
calculations, with choice of various functionals

Functional Process ISC states SOC (cm−1) ΔE (cm−1)

B3LYP S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-1!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-es*-1 35.72 4113

T-es*-1, Q-es*-1 39.23 5484

S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-2!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-es*-1 35.72 4113

T-es*-1, Q-es*-2 19.31 3629

S-es*-1!T-es*-1!T-gs!Q-es*-1!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-es*-1 35.72 4113

T-gs, Q-es*-1 28.32 3387

M06-L S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-1!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-es*-1 19.64 455

T-es*-1, Q-es*-1 12.65 4085

S-es*-1!T-es*-1!T-gs!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-es*-1 19.64 455

T-gs, Q-gs 11.25 4588

OLYP S-es*-1!T-gs!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-gs 16.75 415

T-gs, Q-gs 11.50 4678

Abbreviations: ISC, intersystem crossing; LIESST, light-induced excited spin-state trapping; TDDFT, time-dependent density functional theory.



Considering the different possible pathways, and their associated relaxation rates, the LIESST process will be determined by the fastest pro-

cess. Thus, among the considered low-energy states and the processes, suggested by TDDFT in its B3LYP flavor, the LIESST mechanism will be

dominantly contributed by the S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-1!Q-gs process with a rate of 7.89 × 10−1 s−1. Use of M06-L functional within TDDFT

produces a comparable rate of 9.5 × 10−1 s−1, while OLYP gives a rate of 3.46 × 10−1 s−1. Thus, the three functionals tested in this study provide

rates that are consistent with each other, within the accuracy range of various functionals.

Moving to multireference approaches, as suggested as CASSCF, it will be contributed by S-es*-1!T-es*-4!T-gs!Q-es*-2!Q-gs with a

rate of 7.57 × 10−5 s−1. Inclusion of dynamical correlation within CASPT2, the rate corresponding to the process contributed by S-es*-1!T-es*-

4!T-gs!Q-es*-2!Q-gs, becomes 1.76 × 10−3 s−1, which is two orders of magnitude faster than that suggested by CASSCF, and closer to

TDDFT estimates.

As mentioned, Hauser et al.[14] measured the relaxation rates for a number of Fe(II) coordination compounds using time-dependent optical

spectroscopy, which showed a large variation over a range of 12 orders of magnitude. From the summarized data presented in Table 1 of Ref.

[14] a correlation between T1/2, reduced energy gap, and rate is noticed. Following that trend, with a T1/2 value of 180 K of [Fe(abpt)2(NCS)2], the

p value would have been in the range 3-4, the relaxation rate being of the order of 10−1 s−1. The TDDFT-calculated value of p of 3 with B3YLP

and M06-L, and rates in the range 8-9 × 10−1 s−1 for the model system thus fit this trend, while CASSCF with its severe caveat of the negative

value of ΔEHS gives the rate much slower (10−5 s−1) with a smaller p value of 2. Treatment of dynamical correlation within the CASPT2 framework

improves the situation in terms of having a less negative ΔEHS, and a rate that is closer to expected.

TABLE 3 Force constant (f ), Huang-Rhys factor (s), reduced energy gap (p), electronic coupling matrix element (βHL), and rate constant (kHL)
determined for different suggested pathways by TDDFT with choice of different functionals, and multireference approaches like CASSCF and
CASPT2

Method Process
f × 105

s p
βHL kHL

(dyne/cm) (cm−1) (s−1)

TDDFT S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-1!Q-gs 3.44 28.83 3 0.5974 7.89 × 10−1

B3YLP S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-2!Q-gs 0.3578 2.84 × 10−1

S-es*-1!T-es*-1!T-gs!Q-es*-1!Q-gs 0.5446 6.57 × 10−1

TDDFT S-es*-1!T-es*-1!Q-es*-1!Q-gs 3.49 28.63 3 0.6071 9.5 × 10−1

M06-L S-es*-1!T-es*-1!T-gs!Q-gs 0.5340 7.35 × 10−1

TDDFT S-es*-1!T-gs!Q-gs 2.51 24.34 1 0.5053 3.46 × 10−1

OLYP

CASSCF S-es*-1!T-es*-4!T-gs!Q-es*-2!Q-gs 7.36 41.20 2 7.48 7.57 × 10−5

S-es*-1!T-es*-4!Q-es*-3!Q-gs 6.14 5.11 × 10−5

CASPT2 S-es*-1!T-es*-4!T-gs!Q-es*-2!Q-gs 6.46 38.98 1 53.69 1.76 × 10−3

S-es*-1!T-es*-4!Q-es*-3!Q-gs 24.58 0.37 × 10−3

Abbreviations: CASSCF, complete active space self-consistent field; CASPT, complete active-space second-order perturbation; ISC, intersystem crossing;

TDDFT, time-dependent density functional theory.

TABLE 2 The pathway, involved energy states, SOC matrix element, and involved energy denominators for LIESST as given in CASSCF and
CASPT2 calculations

Method Process ISC states SOC (cm−1) ΔE (cm−1)

CASSCF S-es*-1!T-es*-4!T-gs!Q-es*-2!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-es*-4 76.32 1129

T-gs, Q-es*-2 87.87 4355

S-es*-1!T-es*-4!Q-es*-3!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-es*-4 76.32 1129

T-es*-4, Q-es*-3 68.95 3549

CASPT2 S-es*-1!T-es*-4!T-gs!Q-es*-2!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-es*-4 112.46 3157

T-gs, Q-es*-2 346.94 944

S-es*-1!T-es*-4!Q-es*-3!Q-gs S-es*-1, T-es*-4 112.46 3157

T-es*-4, Q-es*-3 86.42 452

Abbreviations: CASPT2, complete active-space second-order perturbation; CASSCF, complete active space self-consistent field; LIESST, light-induced

excited spin-state trapping.



4 | CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

To conclude, motivated by the challenging nature of the problem, we computationally investigate the LIESST problem, and compare the results of

two complementary techniques of multiconfigurational wave function-based approach (CASSCF/CASPT2) and density functional-based approach

(TDDFT). To make the computation tractable, we consider a hypothetical model system built from a real complex, showing thermal SCO and

LIESST. In building up the model system, the geometry of the SCO core, FeN6 is kept fixed as in real complex, while the long-range, complex

structure of the ligand is simplified considerably, maintaining the asymmetry of the ligand-field of the real complex. Comparing the results of

TDDFT in its different flavors of choice of functionals and CASSCF within our computational parameter settings, first we find that CASSCF gives

rise to unphysical stabilization of the HS state over LS state, contradicting SCO behavior of the studied material, while the DFT with choice of dif-

ferent functionals shows the correct stability. CASPT2 calculations to include the effect of dynamical correlation make the unphysical stabilization

of HS state over LS state much less severe, compared with that in CASSCF, stressing upon the importance of inclusion of the dynamical effect.

Continuing nevertheless with the calculation of PECs of the low-energy states, identification of crossing points and resultant LIESST pathways,

and the spin-orbit coupling matrix at crossing points, we compute the electronic contributions in the two methods. Incorporating this information

along with evaluation of nuclear contribution within the Franck-Condon model, we arrive at computed values of rate constants of the studied sys-

tem. Based on the comparison of computed rates with the experimentally found trend,[14] we conclude that the rates are captured in a reasonable

manner by TDDFT.

We end the discussion with possible scopes of improvement. As reflected in the present study, inclusion of dynamical correlation within the

scope of the multireference approach is important to capture the correct ground-state stability. Our treatment of dynamical correlation with

CASPT2 indicates that to be the right direction, but cannot fix the problem fully. Higher order treatment of complete active space perturbation

theory or multireference configuration interaction method may be explored in this context. Moreover, possible participation of ligands in the

relaxation process needs to be explored.[34]
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